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Please introduce yourself in the chat box 
(name, pronouns, affiliation, location and 
Question of the Day: 
What’s your favorite thing to eat for lunch?

POLL- Who’s represented today? 



Working agreements

● Assume good intentions 
● Use respectful language 
● Ask for and use people’s preferred pronouns 
● Engage in differences of opinion with courtesy and respect 
● Welcome all participants into the room and conversation,   
   especially young adults with lived experience 
● Understand that a commitment to inclusion may mean that
   the norms of “professional meetings” may need to be altered
https://www.mass.gov/doc/protocols-to-create-welcoming-spaces/download

https://www.mass.gov/doc/protocols-to-create-welcoming-spaces/download


Acronyms

● YYA= Youth and Young Adult

● EOHHS= Executive Office of Health & Human Services

● ICHH= Interagency Council of Housing & Homelessness

● UHYC= Unaccompanied Homeless Youth Commission

● FY= Fiscal Year (ie: FY21)

● NIS= National Innovation Service



Today’s Agenda

● Updates!

● Featured Topic: 

○ Eliminating Racial Disparities in Housing 
Outcomes Among YYA Experiencing 
Homelessness 



Next UHYC meeting date:

May 25: “Problem Solving” for YYA



You(th) Count 
Spring 2021
● 4/12-5/24
● Concentrated efforts 

4/26-5/10
● Online survey!



Eliminating Racial Disparities 
in Housing Outcomes

Among YYA 



Preventing & Ending 
YYA Homelessness = 

making experiences of homelessness
rare

 brief
& one-time



Black YYAs  are

 more than 4x 
likely to experience 
homelessness 

Latinx YYAs are 

more than 2.5x 

likely to experience 
homelessness 

In MA as compared to the overall population of YYAs...



Action step: 

“Every Region must assess if programs 
provide access to housing resources at 
equitable rates & achieve equitable 
outcomes for YYA across races and 
ethnicities.”



In FY21 all ten EOHHS- homeless youth 
regions began reporting demographics 
associated with housing outcome data.

Here’s what the data says so far...



In the first half of FY21- DRAFT-

% of 1,983 
YYA Served

% of 142 YYA 
Rehoused

Difference

identified as Male 42.30% 42.90% 0.60%

identified as Female 54.00% 51.30% -2.70%

identified as Transgender 2.20% 4.60% 2.40%

identified as Other 1.60% 1.10% -0.50%

identified as LGBTQ 14.80% 10.50% -4.30%



In the first half of FY21- DRAFT-

% of 1,983 
YYA Served

% of 142 YYA 
Rehoused

Difference

identified as White (race) 28.50% 34.20% 5.70%
identified as Black (race) 33.50% 33.40% -0.10%
identified as Other (race) 17.30% 14.40% -2.90%
identified as Hispanic 

(ethnicity)
20.00% 17.70% -2.30%



The what is clear. 
Massachusetts is not achieving equitable 

outcomes for YYA across races & ethnicities.

But why?



&
Massachusetts 

Unaccompanied 
Homeless Youth 

Commission

Root causes



Data 
Collection

February  - September  2020

● 12 YYA participants

○ 4 in-depth interviews

○ 2 focus groups

● 7 staff self-report surveys
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Limitations:

● Low participation rate

Opportunities:

●  Enabled in-depth exploration

● Captured  individual stories and trajectories.

● Yielded richer data, mixed methods  inquiry



Analytic 
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● Transcripts Review

● Generate Codes 

● Establish  Interrater + Intrarater 

Reliability  

● Elevate Themes, Generate Insight 

● Identify   Risk  and Protective 

Factors 

● Correlate Themes + Insights  to 

Identify Root Causes



 MA: White: 78.07% Black or African American: 7.63% Asian: 6.60% Other race: 4.18% (July 2019)



Thematic Analysis
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Black and Latinx YYA  Risk Factors Black and Latinx YYA  Impact

Weak Ties, Unstable Networks        

- Interpersonal Violence 

- Intergenerational Trauma

- Structural Inequities: Personal, Communal, Institutional

- YYA system disengagement     

- Drives YYA  housing instability

- Exacts costly, symbolic + material 

violence on YYA  

 Service Mission, Carceral System 

- Institutional Violence 

- Racial Bias and Discrimination

- Intersectional Marginalization

- Systemic, Punitive Response 

- Psychological + Social + Emotional Ineptitude  

- YYA mistrust + fear of (care) systems 

- YYA internalize systems misaligned 

solutions 

- YYA increased  reliance upon systems 

that harm  them

- YYA are made to feel invisible, unable to 

advocate for their needs, drives low 

self-esteem 



Thematic Analysis

N
IS
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Black and Latinx YYA Protective Factors Black and Latinx YYA Impact

Cultural Competency, Adaptive Navigation 

- Keen ability to navigate systems + self-advocate as 

core skills

- Acute racial identity consciousness to identify + 

negotigate  barriers; resiliency + self-efficacy to do so

- YYA anticipate systemic racism + bias  

- In shelter: YYA to seek  staff who shared  identities

- Alternative: YYA enlist  advocates to survival 

- Alternative: YYA develop self-advocate abilities

- *YYA develop racialized competencies and analytical  

postures to navigate services + build networks

Institutional Access, Cultural Capital  

- Systems value certain markers of success and value 

(e.g. educational attainment, jobs, mental stability)

- Systems value certain identities + experiences 

(non-black, cis-gender, straight, english speaking)

- Proximity to  institutional categories is an indicator of 

how the system might treat you 

- Ability to attain markers valued by the system likely 

to affect treatment by the system 



Preliminary findings: root-causes 
● Institutional racism and interpersonal discrimination in social 

service delivery systems 
● Systemic "mistrust, distrust and harm" leading to YYA 

disengagement, not accessing services 
● Disproportionate use of force in police interactions
● Social service cliffs  especially between systems of care
● Lack of preparation increases the risk of unsuccessful 

independent living
● Economic instability and credit challenges for YYA



Breakout Groups (20 min) 

React: a moment to pause

Inform: What additional observations or conclusions do you 
draw from the data? How does this data match with your 
data or experience?

Connect: what work should the UHYC and regions be 
connecting to? 

Act: what should the next steps be? (state & local levels) 



Report back: 
What were some of your main takeaways?

Inform: What additional observations or conclusions do you 
draw from the data? How does this data match with your 
data or experience?

Connect: what work should the UHYC and regions be 
connecting to? 

Act: what should the next steps be? (state & local levels) 



Next Steps


